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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Fulham Introduces New DALI Lighting Control for WorkHorse LED 

Extreme Outdoor and High-Power Drivers at Lightfair 2017 
 

Expands WorkHorse LED Extreme Drivers XP Series with First DALI-Capable Units from 

Fulham Following Acquisition of Control Network Solutions 

PHILDADELPHIA – May 9, 2017 – At Lightfair International 2017 this week, Fulham Co., Inc., a 

leading supplier of lighting components and electronics for commercial and specialty 

applications, will display its new family of WorkHorse LED Extreme constant current, 

programmable drivers specifically designed for outdoor and high-power applications, including 

new support for DALI lighting controls. The new WorkHorse LED Extreme Drivers with DALI are 

the first Fulham products to be introduced following the acquisition of Control Network 

Solutions (CNS), the UK-based creator of the elitedali™ smart lighting control and management 

system.  

 

With the addition of support for the Digital Addressable Lighting Interface (DALI) lighting 

communications standard, the WorkHorse LED Extreme drivers now support remote 

commissioning and control as well as intelligence and programmability. The WorkHorse LED 

Extreme is an IP65 compliant driver designed specifically to operate in harsh environments such 

as outdoor parking lots, for street lighting, and outdoor commercial lighting. Adding DALI 

support provides centralized control of dimming and other lighting characteristics. 

 

The WorkHorse LED Extreme Drivers with DALI have the widest output current/voltage range 

available in the market, programmable in 1mA increments. The output current and dimming 
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curve are fully programmable using Fulham’s SmartSet software, with expanded dimming 

capability using the DALI dimming protocol.  

 

“Our WorkHorse LED Extreme Drivers are the first Fulham products to apply clever lighting 

intelligence and smart lighting communications,” said Russ Sharer, Vice President of Global 

Marketing for Fulham. “We have extended built-in programmability with DALI-driven remote 

lighting controls, giving customers a new platform that promises durability and performance. 

DALI is the most interoperable standard for lighting controls, and adding DALI to the WorkHorse 

LED Extreme Driver is just the first step in Fulham’s delivering a new generation of robust, 

standards-based, smart lighting systems.” 

 

The WorkHorse LED Extreme Drivers with DALI are available in linear and compact form factors. 

The units support universal input voltage from 120V to 277V, 50-60Hz. Products support 

universal voltage input, for operation around the world. The WorkHorse LED Extreme drivers also 

have 6kV of internal surge protection and come with a five-year warranty.   

 

Fulham will be displaying its latest LED and lighting products in Booth 3101 at Lightfair 2017. 

Fulham products are available from Fulham locations worldwide.  For more information, visit 

www.fulham.com. 

 

About Fulham 

 

Fulham Co., Inc. is a leading global provider of intelligent, socially-conscious sustainable 

commercial lighting components and electronics for use in commercial general lighting, parking 

structure, signage, horticultural, UV and other applications. The company develops and 

manufactures a variety of award-winning LED and emergency products, as well as legacy 

products across multiple lighting platforms. Fulham sells its lighting solutions worldwide through 

original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and electrical equipment distribution channels. 

Headquartered in Hawthorne, Calif., the company has sales and/or manufacturing facilities in the 

Netherlands, China, India and the UAE. For more information, visit www.fulham.com. 

 

http://www.fulham.com/
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Contact: 

Andy Firchau 

Marketing Manager 

(323) 779-2980, ext. 1252 

afirchau@fulham.com 
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